Abstract:In order to predict the grain yield of the country accurately, considering the periodical fluctuation of the data, the method of time series is used. Firstly, the stability and the relativity of the yield series from year 1980 to 2009 are analyzed, and the first-order difference of which is calculated to get a stationary series. Then, after comparing the value of AIC of different models, the forecasting model ARIMA(5,1,5) is selected as the best one, and the performance of which is tested. Lastly, the grain yields from year 2010 to 2012 are predicted by three different methods, the results shown that, the prediction error of the model ARIMA(5,1,5) is 4.478%, the error of the grey model GM(1,1) is 6.78%, and the error of the second exponential smoothing method is 7.682%, thus, the model ARIMA(5,1,5) is more suitable to forecast the grain yield in short-term.
Introduction
The amount of grain yield is increasing year by year and the food problem has been solved by China government, but there are many constraints, such as the decreasing of the farmland, the shortage of the water, the uneven distribution of the resource and so on. Thus, it is necessary and important to forecast the grain yield by analyzing the influence factors, which is helpful for the government to take actions to avoid the decreasing of the grain yield and guarantee the food security.
Presently, there are three main methods to estimate the yield of the grain, which is the meteorology forecasting method, the remote sensing technology and the statistical dynamics method, the prediction lead time for these methods is about only two months and the estimation error is about 5% to 10% of the total grain production, which can't need the requirement of long time estimation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . To resolve this problem, many other methods which can predict the grain yield one or several years ahead have been proposed, such as the multivariate regression model, the grey cognate analysis, the BP neural network and so on [7] [8] [9] . In fact, the production of the grain is affected by many factors, which induces the time series of the grain yield is non-stationary, and the autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA) is just very suitable for the non-stationary time series and has been widely used.
Considering the characteristics of the grain production series and the merits of the ARIMA method, the optimal prediction model of the grain yield is established and the parameters of which is selected and tested by using the production data from year 1980 to 2012 of China.
The model of ARIMA
The ARIMA model was put forward by the statistician Box and Jenkins in early 70s of twenty 4th International Conference on Sensors, Measurement and Intelligent Materials (ICSMIM 2015) century, the basic principle of which is that, the data series which will be estimated is looked as a random series and is described by the mathematical model, the future value can be forecasted by using the present and the last data. The mode or structure of the series doesn't be supposed in advance, the data series can be described and fitted better by itself.
But in many situations, the time series is not stable, such as the data of GDP, the rate of exchange, the price of farm produce, and so on. For these non-stationary series, the series must be transferred into the stationary sequence by difference when using the ARMA method because the ARMA model is only suitable with the stable processing.
Supposed a non-stationary time series is denoted as {yi}, which can be transferred into a stationary sequence by d th order difference, which is written as {xi}, where the series {xi} is a stable series, that is:
For the stationary series {xi}, the model of ARMA (p,q) can be established as:
( 2) Where xi (i=1,2,…,t) is the observed value at time i, p is the order of the autoregressive model, and φ1, φ2, , φp are the coefficients of AR; q is the order of the moving average model, and θ1, θ2,…, θq are the coefficients of MA; ut, ut-1,…,ut-q are the error at the time t, t-1,…, t-q respectively, c is a constant, and the c, φ1, φ2, , φp, and ut, ut-1,…,ut-q are the parameters of the ARMA model.
Introducing a delay operator L, that is Lxt=xt-1, thus, the order k delay operator can be defined as:
The model of ARMA(p,q) can be written as:
Or (5) Where, Φ(L)=1-φ1L-φ2L2--φpLp, which represents the autoregressive polynomials; Θ(L)=1+θ1L+θ2L+ +θqL, which is the moving average polynomials.
Combining the Eq. (1) and (4), the ARIMA(p,d,q) model of non-stationary time series {yi} can be written as: (6) According to Eq.(6), we can see that, the essence of the ARIMA model is the combination of the difference with the ARMA model.
Construction of the forecasting model of the grain yield based on the ARIMA
The grain yield data of China from year 1980 to 2009 is used as the initial time series, which is denoted as X1 and shown in Fig.1 . From these two figures, we can see that, the grain output increases with the year, and the time series is a non-stationary sequence obviously. Thus, to predict the grain yield by the ARIMA model, the difference operation is used to the initial series to get a stationary sequence, which is denoted as X2 and the differenced series is shown in Fig.2 . Fig.2 . The difference of the grain yield The ADF of the time series X1 and X2 is listed in table 1, for the initial series X1, the statistic value of t is -0.796466, which is larger than the testing threshold at the levels 1%，5%，10%, thus the hypothesis that the initial series is a non-stationary sequence is accepted. But for the differenced series X2, the value of t is -5.576412, which is less than the critical value at three testing levels, so, the suppose that the X2 is stationary series is true. then, the ARIMA forecasting model will be constructed. For the ARIMA model, if the ARC and PARC are truncated after lag order p and q respectively, the p and q are just the order of the model. According to the ACF and the PACF of X2, we can see that, when p and q all less than five, the results are better. Thus, the AIC is calculated for p≤5 and q≤ 5, according to the results, when p and q are selected as the (5,1), (3, 5) and (5, 5) , the values of AIC are relatively small, and the grain yields from year 2010 to 2012 are forecasted by using the models of ARIMA(5,1,1), ARIMA(3,1,5) and ARIMA(5,1,5) respectively, the predicted values and the actual amount of the grain are shown in table 2. According to the results, we can see that, the relative forecasting error of the model ARIMA(5,1,5) is least, thus, this model is selected as the optimal one, and the coefficients of the Φ(L) and Θ(L) , which responds the Eq.(5), are written as: 
Prediction of the grain yield
The outputs of the grain from year 2010 to 2012 are predicted by using the model ARIMA(5,1,5) based on the yield data from year 1980 to 2009, and the fitted error of the difference series X2 is shown in Fig.3 . To compare the accuracy of this model, the outputs are calculated by using two other forecasting methods, which are the method of the grey forecasting model GM(1,1) and the method of second exponential smoothing, the prediction results are listed in table 3. According to the results, we can see that, in these three methods, the forecasting value of the model ARIMA is the most accurate. 
Conclusion
The prediction of the grain yield is a complex agricultural and statistical problem, which is affected many factors, such as the policy, the natural environment, the input of resources, and so on. Thus, the output of the grain always changes abnormally with the variety of these elements, which induce the yields of the grain to increase and decrease alternately, and presents the periodical change. Considering the characteristics of the grain yield, the prediction model of ARIMA(5,1,5) is established, and the mean forecasting error of grain output for year 2010 to 2012 is only 4.478%, which is better than the grey model and the second exponential smoothing forecasting method, and it is very suitable to predict the grain yield accurately.
